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Key features of infrastructure and network industries

• Public good characteristics:
• Natural monopoly networks

• Interconnectedness of services
• Zero or low additional cost of adding users (“Non‐rivalry”)

• Externalities
• Benefits extend more broadly than direct users

• Networks typically involve a hierarchy of infrastructure 
components, which shape the industry structure

• National – local; wholesale – retail; bulk – distributed…

• Environmental considerations sometimes important
• “Rivalry” rises as networks approach congestion
• Infrastructure planning & financing involve complex balance 
between economic production & distributional equity
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Investment, maintenance, prioritisation and affordability

• Infinitely large infrastructure & technology possibilities
• Over‐investment leads to under‐maintenance…
• Inadequate maintenance leads to progressively rising rehabilitation / 
replacement costs

• Even advanced countries face difficult prioritisation challenges

• Optimal infrastructure networks require balance between 
“bulk” or primary capacity and distribution systems

• Many alternatives available for distributing the burden of costs 
between users and taxpayers

• Challenge is to cover capital and maintenance & operations costs, 
while avoiding excessive user charges that constrain access
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Wastewater systems – “green drop” scores, 2013
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SANRAL and Provincial Roads Condition, 
2009 and 2013
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Energy 1

Electricity
• Comprises Generation – Transmission – Distribution

• Long lead times in generation and transmission capacity
• Dominated by Eskom – vertically and horizontally integrated state-

owned monopoly
• Long history of supply to mines, industry & cities, enabling subsequent 

distribution to towns, farms and households
• Distribution is divided between Eskom and Municipalities
• Generation mainly coal-based

• Supply arrangements with coal mines important cost determinant
• Short-term supplementary capacity diesel-burning: expensive

• Economic & pricing issues:
• Peak time supply constraints
• Rising costs, rising tariffs, slowdown in demand
• Inter-generational uncertainty in recovery of capital costs
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Energy 2

Renewable energy
• Declining costs of wind and solar technologies
• Variability in supply and limitations as “baseload” 

Liquid fuels
• Mainly used in transport, largely commercially distributed
• Storage capacity is primary infrastructure requirement

• Many countries view storage capacity & stockpiles as a strategic priority
• Fuel standards, refining capacity subject to regulatory oversight
• Economic & pricing issues:

• Adjustment to volatile global oil price trends (SA has regulated monthly 
pricing)

• Environmental standards and externalities
• Regulated pricing and retail employment considerations

Gas
• Requires landing and distribution infrastructure
• Growth potential on cost & environmental grounds:  transport & heating 

and electricity generation fuel
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Water and sanitation

• South Africa is “water scarce”…
• With the only mega-city in the world not located on a national water source
• Water scarcity means major storage and distribution networks are critical, 

alongside maintenance and demand management measures
• Where these are well-maintained – water is safe and potable…

• Bulk “raw water” dams and supply infrastructure falls under the national 
Department of Water Affairs

• Managed through a departmental trading account which recovers costs from 
municipalities and water boards

• Lesotho Highlands Water critical to meeting SA inland needs (initially financed 
through debt of Trans-Caledon Tunnel Authority)

• Regional entities (“water boards”) manage storage, treatment and distribution 
networks and have self-standing balance sheets (except W Cape)

• Municipalities have extensive distribution networks and water treatment 
facilities

• Rising “non-revenue” distribution and weak billing systems increase water 
vulnerability and financing challenges 

• Maintenance backlogs raise water loss and operating costs
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Transport infrastructure

• Major seaport, rail and road network investments have historically 
been critical catalysts of growth, trade & industrial development

• In first half of 20th century, “Railways & Harbours” was a separate budget 
segment in South Africa’s government accounts

• Transnet established as a state-owned corporation, now comprises ports 
infrastructure and operations, freight rail and pipelines

• International cooperation in rail and road networks key to regional 
development

• National roads comprise two business “segments”:
• Toll (debt financed) and Non-toll (government financed)
• A fuel levy financed a National Roads Fund until the 1980s
• Toll roads include both SANRAL managed roads and private investor-

financed long-term concessions
• Provincial and municipal roads and traffic management are subject to 

annual budget allocations
• In absence of heavy vehicle road use tariffs, regulation of road damage 

by large and overloaded vehicles is critical challenge
• …exacerbated by Eskom – mines transport contracts
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Transport services
• Freight rail has two main lines of business:

• Dedicated bulk ore trains (coal to Richards Bay, iron ore to Saldanha)
• General freight business (largely containerised) which competes with more flexible 

road hauliers
• Major Transnet investments in haulage capacity and rolling stock is underway, 

based on ambitious demand projections

• Rail passenger services fall under Passenger Rail Agency of SA:
• Long-distance (”Shosholoza Meyl”) – declining volumes & unreliable
• Metrorail commuter services – large volume, congested, heavily subsidised
• Improvements in stations, security & signaling and R50 bn rolling stock 

replacement in progress

• Commuter bus services subsidised by national, provincial & local government
• Key element in local economic and housing development
• New investments in Bus Rapid Transit Systems underway

• Minibus taxi industry remains dominant commuter and public transport service
• No operating subsidy, though indirect tax relief and recapitalisation subsidy assist 
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Telecommunications

• Historically, a vertically integrated monopoly under Posts & 
Telecommunications

• Telkom separated from the Post Office in 1980s
• Partially privatised at end of 1990s

• Licensing of mobile telecoms operators and technology change has 
led to rapid industry reorganisation

• Major investments in undersea cable networks, satellite-based mobile 
networks, fibre-optic connections & technology-based services 

• Telkom’s initial privatisation “universal service” fixed line obligations 
largely redundant

• Mobile networks have proved more popular and flexible, despite 
comparatively high costs & limited cross-subsidisation

• South Africa still lags behind global broadband network speeds and 
cost reduction

• Progress held back by delays in releasing spectrum through TV digital 
migration

• Policy shifts associated with established business interests in competing 
TV broadcast technologies
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Social and administrative infrastructure

• Conventionally provided by national and provincial “Public Works” 
departments

• Disadvantages in separation from management of health, education and other 
departmental authorities

• Coordination with municipal planning and development is important (Integrated 
Development Plans (IDPs) not always effective

• Costs of investment (and opportunity cost of poor maintenance) not reflected in 
social service & admin budgets & accounts

• Public finance management reforms emphasise full costing and decentralised
responsibility for facilities

• Health and education are largely “local public goods” though under provincial 
management

• Local management might be more efficient, but hard to achieve equity
• Universities have greater autonomy over infrastructure & facilities

• Public-private partnerships have been used in recent years
• Improved government office accommodation (DIRCO, DTI, DEA, Education, Stats 

SA)
• Hospital long-term  PPPs, co-location projects and shared services (radiology, 

pharmaceutical delivery) – contract management difficult
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Assessment of South Africa’s infrastructure performance

“South Africa’s utilities provide solid service at reasonable quality and, in 
some cases, very competitive prices. But there remain significant shortfalls 
relative to benchmarks in all infrastructure sectors, largely related to limited 
access and less than expected quality, especially in rural areas, where large 
numbers of South Africa’s poor live with limited or no access to service. To 
catch up with its income group in terms of these indicators, South Africa will 
need to improve access to and quality of electricity, and water and 
sanitation services in presently unserved areas…”
Bogetić and Fedderke, World Bank Policy Research Working Paper 3830, 2006.
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